Third Grade Weekly Facts for Jan. 16 - 19

**Reading** – “Young Thomas Edison”, pg. 358-380

story vocabulary
1. genius - extraordinary intellectual power
2. signal - a sound, motion, or other sign that sends a message
3. electric - powered by a form of energy
4. gadget - a small, useful machine or device
5. experiment - a test to find out or prove something
6. invention - an original device, system, or process
7. occasional - happening from time to time

TEST: FRI, JAN. 19

Your child should be able to correctly use these words in a sentence.

**Math** – Fractions

~ comparing fractions

~ Practice multiplication rings EVERY night!!!!

[www.multiplication.com](http://www.multiplication.com) is an excellent resource

Your child should be around the 3 facts at this time. PRACTICE, PRACTICE, PRACTICE!!!!

**Spelling/Grammar/Writing**

~Spelling pattern: vowel + r sound in nurse  ~ abstract nouns
~ generating questions

**Science/Social Studies**

~ weather tools  ~ continent and ocean test: Wed, Jan. 17

**Important Info.**

~ Jan. 15 – NO SCHOOL
~ Jan. 18 – Our class goes to the Hickory Educational Center. Please dress your child for the weather and outside learning.
~ Our annual blood drive will be on Thursday, March 22. More details will be coming soon.
~ Fridays will once again be our SNOW DAYS at school if there is snow outside to play in. If your child does not bring the appropriate snow clothes, he/she will not be permitted to play outside.